Keratoprosthesis Surgery as an Alternative to Keratoplasty
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Introduction

Based on the data from the World Health Organization, approximately 8 million people around the world are affected by corneal blindness (1). In the majority of these patients, vision can be restored with corneal transplantation surgery. More than 100,000 keratoplasties are performed annually worldwide (2). However, there is a very low success rate of corneal transplant surgery caused by concomitant limbal stem cell deficiency appearing after chemical or thermal burns, viral keratitis, ocular cicatricial pemphigoid, Stevens-Johnson syndrome, and trachoma (3). Grafts often become vascularized and opaque and fail shortly after the transplant. Repeated transplantation carries an even worse prognosis: the graft remains transparent for more than 5 years only in 20% of the cases (4). In such cases, vision can be restored by using an artificial cornea, such as a keratoprosthesis (KPro).

The idea of using an artificial cornea to treat blindness was first suggested by Pelier de Queburg, a French ophthalmologist, in 1789 (5). Attempts to implant glass and various crystals into the cornea have been made for hundreds of years, but turned out to be failures. In 1906, Eduard Zirm, an Austrian ophthalmologist, performed the first successful corneal transplant surgery, which later led to a loss of interest in using artificial corneas. In 1949, Harold Ridley noticed that the eye can tolerate polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) fragments and developed the first intraocular lens made from PMMA (6). In 1950, Englishmen Stone and Herbert made successful experiments with animals and implanted PMMA plates into animal corneas (7). With the introduction of this synthetic plastic polymer of low toxicity and good optical quality and the failure of keratoplasty in chronically edematous and vascularized corneas, interest in corneal implants was renewed. Interlamellar corneal PMMA prostheses are tolerated in human eyes quite well; however, the results were not satisfactory due to the opacity of the remaining stroma (8). In 1954, Vanysek developed a full thickness corneal prosthesis with an interlamel lar support element. Subsequently, corneal prostheses have been modified by creating a retrocorneal fixation (9) and replacing support elements by ceramic, Dacron (10), and even tooth tissue (11).

Currently, the 3 main types of KPPros used in clinical practice are as follows: AlphaCor KPro, osteo-odonto-KPro, and Boston type 1 KPro (BKPro).

Due to the simplicity of the design and relatively uncomplicated surgical implantation, BKPro has become one of the most commonly used KPro; in 2010 alone, 1200 patients underwent BKPro implantation (12). There are 2 types of BKPros differing in their structure and indication: type 1 BKPro is more often used for patients who produce a sufficient amount of tears to lubricate the ocular surface and type 2 BKPro is used when the ocular surface is very dry and keratinized. Type 2 BKPro differs from type 1 by an additionally elongated 2-mm optic, which after the lids of an eye are sewn up, is
brought onto the surface of the skin through the upper lid. The other difference is that the type 1 BKPro provides a visual field of up to 60 degrees, whereas the type 2 BKpro gives a smaller field of 40 degrees. The BKPro was invented by Professor Claes Dohlman at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary. In 2009, the type 1 BKPro was implanted in Lithuania for the first time.

This article describes the first 5 patients who underwent type 1 BKPros implantation in the Department of Ophthalmology, Lithuanian University of Health Sciences.

Case Reports

Case 1. A 48-year-old man presented with complaints of poor vision in the left eye. The patient had a history of thermal trauma in the left eye due to condenser explosion. Shortly after the trauma, the ocular surface was covered with a conjunctival flap to preserve the eye. Subsequently, he developed dense corneal opacity (Fig. 1, patient 1, A). The preoperative VA of the right and left eyes was 0.8 and light perception, respectively, with correct light projection and color differentiation.

Case 2. A 56-year-old man presented with complaints of poor vision in the left eye. The patient had a history of chemical burn in the left eye caused by alkaline materials. Subsequently, he developed dense vascularized corneal opacity (Fig. 1, patient 2, A). The preoperative VA of the right and left eyes was 1.0 and 0.01, respectively, with normal color differentiation.

Case 3. An 80-year-old man presented with complaints of poor vision in the left eye. The patient had a history of bullous keratopathy due to complicated cataract surgery and 2 unsuccessful corneal transplants (Fig. 1, patient 3, A). The preoperative VA of the right and left eyes was 0 and hand movements in front of the eye, respectively, with correct color differentiation.

Case 4. A 25-year-old man presented with complaints of poor vision in the right eye. The patient had a history of thermal and mechanical injuries with homemade explosives and then a failed corneal transplant (Fig. 1, patient 4, A). The preoperative VA of the right and left eyes was 0 and hand movements in front of the eye and 0, respectively.

Case 5. A 41-year-old man presented with complaints of poor vision in the left eye. The patient had a history of thermal and mechanical injuries due to condenser explosion. Shortly after the trauma, the ocular surface was covered with a conjunctival flap to preserve the eye. Subsequently, he developed dense vascularized corneal opacity (Fig. 1, patient 1, A). The preoperative VA of the right and left eyes was 0.01 and hand movements in front of the eye, respectively.

Informed consent for preoperative evaluation, surgery, and postoperative follow-up was obtained from each of the five patients who underwent surgery for a BKPro type 1 implantation.

To determine a candidate for BKPro surgery, a complete ocular history was obtained, and each patient underwent an eye examination. The inclusion criteria according to the Boston Keratoprosthesis International Protocol (13) were as follows: good blinking and tear mechanism, Snellen VA not better than 0.05, no retinal detachment, no end-stage glaucoma, no autoimmune disease, and patient's commitment to regular follow-ups.

A-mode ophthalmic ultrasonography was used to measure the axial length of the globe and determine the power of the optic of the BKPro. B-mode was used due to the opaque cornea in order to assess the anterior and posterior segment of the eye.

BKPro surgery was performed under general anesthesia by the same surgeon (V.J.). The BKPro is made from PMMA and consists of a front plate containing the optic of the KPro, back plate, and locking ring (Fig. 2). The first step was to assemble the corneal graft-BKPro complex. The donor cornea was trephined using a trephine (8.5 mm in diameter); a 3-mm opening was additionally trephined in its center through which an anterior plate with the stem-optics made from PMMA was fitted in. Then a posterior PMMA plate was placed from the side of endothelium, which was fixed to the stem with a titanium ring (Fig. 3) (13). The graft-BKPro complex was placed in the storage solution. An aphakic BKPro was used in 60% (3/5) of the cases, while a pseudophakic BKPro was used in 40% (2/5) of cases. The patient's eye was preoperatively prepared in the routine way. The recipient's cornea was trephined through all layers with a Baron-Hessburg suction-assisted trephine 8 mm in diameter. Reconstructive surgery was performed on the irido-lenticular-anterior vitreous body complex. The iris and the pupil were left intact when possible. If the eye was pseudophakic, the intraocular lens was left in place. If the natural lens was in place, it was removed. Extracapsular extraction was the best thing to do in this case, leaving the posterior capsule to constrain the vitreous. If the anterior vitreous surface was broken in the aphakic eye, moderate open sky core vitrectomy was done. The final step is to transfer the graft-BKPro complex from the storage solution to the trephined recipient's cornea and fix with 16 individual 10-0 nylon sutures. Suture knots were adequately buried beneath the surface. At the end of the surgery, a protective Kontur soft contact lens (Kontur Contact Lens Co., Hercules, CA) measuring 16 mm in diameter was placed on the cornea and BKPro for permanent use.

In all 5 cases, the BKPro surgery was done in the manner described above; however, some additional procedures were done. Table 1 lists the intraoperative characteristics of the patients and procedures that were performed.
Patient 1

A, corneal leukoma after thermal and mechanical injuries; B, 12 months after surgery with good BKPro retention, sutures were not removed, the contact lens was placed on the eye (there was some air under the contact lens). A misalignment of the pupil and optic center of the BKPro implant can be seen; C, 36 months after surgery. BKPro retention was good, the sutures were removed, and the misalignment of the pupil center was same.

Patient 2

A, corneal leukoma after chemical injury; B, 12 months after surgery with good BKPro retention. The sutures remained, but the contact lens was on the eye; C, 36 months after surgery. BKPro retention was good; the sutures were removed.

Patient 3

A, failed corneal transplant; B, 12 months after surgery showing good BKPro retention. The sutures remained, and the contact lens was on the eye; C, 36 months after surgery with good BKPro retention. The sutures were removed.

Patient 4

A, failed corneal transplant; B, 12 months after surgery showing good BKPro retention. The sutures remained, and the contact lens was on the eye.

Patient 5

A, failed corneal transplant; B, 12 months after surgery showing good BKPro retention. The sutures remained, and the contact lens was on the eye.

Fig. 1. Photographs of the eyes before and after type 1 keratoprosthesis implantation

Patient 1: A, corneal leukoma after thermal and mechanical injuries; B, 12 months after surgery with good BKPro retention, sutures were not removed, the contact lens was placed on the eye (there was some air under the contact lens). A misalignment of the pupil and optic center of the BKPro implant can be seen; C, 36 months after surgery. BKPro retention was good, the sutures were removed, and the misalignment of the pupil center was same. Patient 2: A, corneal leukoma after chemical injury; B, 12 months after surgery with good BKPro retention. The sutures remained, but the contact lens was on the eye; C, 36 months after surgery. BKPro retention was good; the sutures were removed. Patient 3: A, failed corneal transplant; B, 12 months after surgery showing good BKPro retention. The sutures remained, and the contact lens was on the eye; C, 36 months after surgery with good BKPro retention. The sutures were removed. Patient 4: A, failed corneal transplant; B, 12 months after surgery showing good BKPro retention. The sutures remained, and the contact lens was on the eye. Patient 5: A, failed corneal transplant; B, 12 months after surgery showing good BKPro retention. The sutures remained, and the contact lens was on the eye.
In one case (patient 1), after trephination of the cornea was carried out, it was found that the cornea was stuck to the iris. Its part was separated in a blunt way, but the remaining part of the iris at the 3–to-9-o’clock position was removed together with the cornea. A thick fibroid membrane was found between the iris and the lens that was separated from the lens.

In the case of an intraocular foreign body (IOFB) behind the iris, the IOFB was removed, and subsequent anterior vitrectomy was performed (patient 4).

In the pseudophakic eye, posterior capsular opacification that formed Elschnig pearls and a Soemmering ring was cleaned out with irrigation-aspiration under the intraocular lens with the intact posterior lens capsule at the end of the procedure (patient 5).

Later surgeries were performed if postoperative, nonsurgical complications occurred. Table 2 lists the postoperative characteristics of the patients and the procedures that were performed.

A pars plana vitrectomy (patient 1) was performed according to the standard procedures, and the vitreous and the posterior lens capsule were removed.

Retroprosthetic membrane (RM) removal and the aspiration of secondary cataract were manually performed (patient 5).

During the first week after the surgery, the patients were followed up on a daily basis, then on a weekly basis during the first month, afterwards, once a month for half a year; and then every 2–3 months regularly.

After the day of the surgery, fluoroquinolone and 0.1% dexamethasone drops were prescribed 4 times a day. After 4 weeks, the frequency was decreased to twice a day. After 2 months, 0.1% chloramphenicol and 0.3% ciprofloxacin antibiotic drops were prescribed for regular use 2 times a day.
Postoperatively, IOP was evaluated by digital palpation of the globe as described by Banitt (14), as the optical components of the BKPro are rigid and inflexible, which prevents pneumotonometry and applanation tonometry. In the case of elevated IOP, eye drops for glaucoma were used. Table 3 shows the postoperative eye drops constantly used by the patients.

The sutures were removed after an average of 14.1 months (range, 12 to 16 months; SD, 1.58). The soft contact lens that was placed on the eye after the surgery and changed once a month was cultured for fungi and bacteria.

The geometry and surface morphology of the IOFB was investigated with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with a Hitachi 3400 N microscope. Information on the elemental and chemical state was received from x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements with a PHI 5000 Versaprobe instrument.

Table 4 summarizes the preoperative and postoperative Snellen VA in operated eyes.

However, due to late postoperative complications (described below) (patients 1 and 2), VA deteriorated to counting fingers and hand movements after 36 months (due to vitritis and ocular hypertension). After vitritis treatment (patient 1), VA increased to 0.9. The IOFB was removed and examined with SEM, and its geometrical structure is shown in Fig. 4. The length of the IOFB was approximately 4.86 mm and had a width ranging from 1.92 mm to 2.53 mm. An analysis of the elemental and chemical state was done by XPS revealed that the origin of the IOFB was PMMA. There was an additional peak at 287.7 eV, which was associated with the formaldehyde functional group (Fig. 5). The presence of this group can be explained because of an aging effect induced by sample surface irradiation during XPS measurements. The weight of the IOFB was

Table 2. Postoperative Characteristics and Procedures Performed of Patients Undergoing Boston Type 1 keratoprosthesis Implantation

Table 3. Conservative Regimen of Patients After Boston Type 1 keratoprosthesis Implantation

Table 4. Preoperative and Postoperative Snellen Visual Acuity in Operated Eyes
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No early postoperative complications occurred. In all cases, there were one or more late nonsurgical, postoperative complications, including RM formation (n=2), secondary cataract development (n=2), vitritis (n=1), and ocular hypertension (n=5).

The diagnosis of the RM (patients 2 and 5) was made based on the development of the avascular membrane behind the posterior surface of the stem of the BKPro. Nd:YAG laser membranectomy of RM was performed when opacification became visually significant (patient 2). No significant complications occurred after this procedure. The RM in the patient 5 was removed surgically.

Secondary cataract was treated with Nd:YAG laser capsulotomy (patient 1) and surgical cleaning (patient 5). After the Nd:YAG laser capsulotomy (patient 1), vitritis was documented. Despite intensive treatment with topical steroids, persistent vitreous inflammation remained visually significant for
The implantation of the type 1 BKPro in 5 patients - operative and postoperative complications, and visual characteristics of the optic nerve are described in Table 5. The retention of the soft contact lens was very good in 4 cases, and very poor in 1 case (patient 2) due to the irregular and abnormal eye surface. In this particular case, the contact lens was lost 1 to 2 weeks after it was fitted. The contact lens was replaced during every follow-up for 2 years. Later, the patient refused to use it again due to irritation and foreign body sensation.

The contact lens culture was negative for bacteria and fungus in all cases.

Retention of the BKPro was 100%. Tilt of the BKPro was noticed in 1 case due to ocular hypertension (patient 2). The BKPro regained a normal position after IOP was normalized.

The patients did not complain concerning the constant use of eye drops. There was no need to replace the BKPro.

The patients did not complain concerning the constant use of eye drops or constricted visual field and were satisfied with the cosmetic results after the surgery. Photographs of the 5 operated eyes are shown at different follow-ups in Fig. 1.

**Discussion**

This article discusses the surgical procedures, operative and postoperative complications, and visual outcomes during the 36-month follow-up after the implantation of the type 1 BKPro in 5 patients from Lithuania.

Previous studies have reported that the most common indication for BKPro surgery was corneal graft failure (44% to 59%) (15, 16) followed by thermal (28.6%) (17) and chemical injury (27%) (15), Stevens-Johnson syndrome (14.3%) (17), and aniridia (23.8%) (17). In our cases, the most common indication also was corneal graft failure (60%) followed by chemical injury (20%) and thermal mechanical injury (20%).

In a study by Aldove et al. (15), 38% of eyes were pseudophakic and 62% were aphakic. The procedures most commonly performed in conjunction with BKPro implantation were anterior vitrectomies (14.2%), tube shunt implantations (11.5%), and intraocular lens removals (7.1%). Other study (16) reported tube shunt implantations (30%) and iridoplasty (8%) to be most common. No significant intraoperative complications occurred in this series. In our study, 40% of eyes were phakic, 40% were pseudophakic, and 20% were aphakic. Cataract extraction was performed in 40% and anterior vitrectomy in 20% of the cases, while secondary cataract during surgery was removed in 20% of the cases, and part of the iris, in 20%.

In one case, the IOFB was found during the surgery (the eye was injured with homemade explosives and failed 1 keratoplasty procedure). The IOFB was not observed during the preoperative examination with an x-ray (as PMMA is not a radiocontrast agent) and B-mode ophthalmic ultrasonography (because of the blind zone) as well as during the first penetrating keratoplasty. The IOFB was localized just behind the iris and could push the iris forward and lead to anterior synechia.

According to the literature sources, glaucoma was the most common pre-existing comorbidity with an incidence ranging from 40% to 73% (15, 16). In our study, it accounted for 40%. This could be explained by intraocular changes occurring after eye burns, traumas, and previous keratoplastic surgeries, which initiates the development of secondary glaucoma.

In our study, the preoperative VA was 0.01 in 20% of cases and hand movements or light perception in 60% and 20% of cases, respectively. In the study by Aldove et al. (15), the VA was light perception, hand movements, and counting fingers in 50%, 17%, and 31% of the cases, respectively, while 2% of the cases had a VA of 0.05 or better. The difference in the preoperative VA could be explained by the very strict selection of patients in our study. We tried to enroll the patients with a possible better postoperative prognosis. An improvement in VA after the surgery was dramatic in our study as in other international study (15). VA improved from 0.4 to 1.0 in 60% of the cases and from 0.1 to 0.3 in 40% of the cases in our study at the 12-month follow-
The study by Aldove et al. showed that VA improved from 0.4 to 1.0 in 29% of the cases, from 0.1 to 0.3 in 22% of the cases, and less than 0.1 in 49% of the cases after 12 months. VA remained the same after 24 months. It was observed that a large number of eyes with good restored VA after the surgery remained constant up to 24 months and thus indicated a low incidence of postoperative complications, such as retinal detachment, sterile vitritis, cystoids macular edema, etc., resulting in the loss of vision.

The most common postoperative complications after BKPro implantation are reported to be RM formation ranging from 26.7% to 65% (15–17), elevated IOP ranging from 13.9% to 38% (15, 16), and sterile corneal necrosis (17.8%) (15). Correspondingly, Nd:YAG laser membranectomy (9.9%), glaucoma surgery (8.9%), and BKPro replacement (20.8%) were the most commonly performed procedures to manage these complications (15). In our study, the RM developed in 40% of the cases (which was successfully removed) and no corneal necrosis developed, but IOP was elevated in 100% of the cases. Glaucoma was successfully managed with glaucoma medications in 4 cases, and in 1 case, cyclophotocoagulation was performed. Glaucoma in patients with the BKPro can occur and progress due to a number of reasons. Many of these reasons involve underlying damage to the angle (14). Progressive closure of the angle is presumed to be a causative factor. In most recipients that underwent penetrating keratoplasty, some degree of synchial angle closure already exists. Further problems of the angle can occur as the anterior segment becomes crowded once the back plate has been placed in the close proximity to the iris. Moreover, primary glaucoma, which had not been diagnosed before, cannot be excluded. Topical glaucoma medications may be less effective after BKPro implantation due to the replacement of a portion of the ocular surface by a PMMA optic.

In the study by Aldove et al. (15), infectious endophthalmitis occurred in 8.9% of the cases; in the studies by Ramchandran et al. (18) and Chew (16), in 7.1% and 11%, respectively; sterile vitritis was diagnosed in 4.0% (15) and 12.9% of the cases (19) after BKPro implantation. A decision was made to perform a vitrectomy in all cases. In our study, no infectious endophthalmitis was detected, but sterile vitritis occurred in 20% of the cases and was managed by performing a pars plana vitrectomy. VA was restored to 0.9.

After BKPro implantation, the patient must use antibiotic eye drops for the rest of his/her life. Antibiotic eye drops effective against both gram-positive and gram-negative microorganisms are recommended. An antibiotic regimen recommended by Amet et al. indicates to use one antibiotic from class A and one from class B (Table 6) (13). In our cases, the patients that were operated on were administered Levofloxacin and Chloramphenicol eye drops.

Aldove et al. reported the BKPro retention rate to be 80.5% (removal average 6.43 months after implantation) (15). In the study by Chew et al. (16), the retention rate was 97%. In our study, the BKPro was tilted in 1 case with uncontrolled IOP, but after lowering the IOP, it became stable again and had a retention rate 100%.

**Conclusions**

Currently, BKPro is the first choice for the restoration of vision in corneal blindness for the most complicated cases in this group. Based on VA and stabilized KPro retention (100%) in our cases, the BKPro is an effective tool to improve vision in selected patients who are considered poor candidates for traditional corneal transplants. The results achieved with the BKPro implants in the Department of Ophthalmology, Lithuanian University of Health Sciences, seem to be similar to those achieved internationally. The anatomical and visual functions of the eyes were stable after BKPro implantation, though for a longer follow-up period, additional surgical procedures may be required.
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**Table 6. Antibiotic Use Scheme After BKPro Type 1 Implantation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Preferred Antibiotic Choice</th>
<th>Alternative Antibiotic Choice</th>
<th>Third Choice (Greater Toxicity)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1% Chloramphenicol, ONE drop TWICE a day</td>
<td>Trimethoprim sulfate 0.1% / Polymyxin B (Polytrim) suspension</td>
<td>Clindamycin 0.3% ONE drop TWICE a day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.3% Ciprofloxacin, ONE drop TWICE a day (may substitute with 0.3%, ofloxacin levofloxacin 0.5%, moxifloxacin)</td>
<td>Tobramycin 0.3% ONE drop TWICE a day (short-term use only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Reprinted with permission from Amet et al. (13).*
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